Abstract. Domains of attraction are identified for the universality classes of one-point asymptotic fluctuations for the Kardar-Parisi-Zhang (KPZ) equation with general initial data. The criterion is based on a large deviation rate function for the rescaled initial data, which arises naturally from the Hopf-Cole transformation. This allows us, in particular, to distinguish the domains of attraction of curved, flat, and Brownian initial data, and to identify the boundary between the curved and flat domains of attraction, which turns out to correspond to square root initial data.
Introduction and main results
1.1. Motivation. The last five years have seen the discovery of some special exact solutions of the Kardar-Parisi-Zhang (KPZ) equation [KPZ86] ,
Here ξ is space-time Gaussian white noise. The exact solutions are for very special choices of initial conditions, and the long exact computations leading to them break down under the smallest perturbations. In the long time limit, these fluctuations converge in distribution to laws, many of them coming from random matrices, that are supposed to be universal throughout the KPZ universality class, but which do depend on the initial condition type. In a recent talk by one of us, while we were fumbling to prove such a result for the very natural (but again, very special) flat initial condition h 0 (x) = 0 [OQR17] , Jürg Fröhlich asked if we couldn't say anything about what happens for more general initial conditions. In this article, we provide some partial answers. The KPZ equation (1.1) models a large class of randomly growing one-dimensional interfaces, directed random polymers and interacting particle systems. It is expected to arise, in particular, as a scaling limit of a wide range of related systems (for some of which rigorous results are available [BG97; ACQ11; AKQ14; MFQR17; CT15]). See the reviews [Cor12; Qua11; QR14; QS15] for more background on the KPZ equation and its universality class.
Recall that the Hopf-Cole solution of (1.1) is defined as h(t, x) = − log Z(t, x) (1.2)
where Z(t, x) solves the stochastic heat equation (SHE) with multiplicative noise
3)
It has been understood for almost two decades now [BG97] that this is the physically relevant notion of solution of (1.1), which, since solutions are locally Brownian in space, is ill-posed as written. Recently several well-posedness results have become available [Hai13; Hai14; GP15] which coincide with the Hopf-Cole solutions. In everything that follows we will take (1.2) as the definition of the solution of (1.1).
The first result on exact solutions of the KPZ equation came in 2010, when a number of independent groups [ACQ11; SS10; CDR10; Dot10] succeeded in computing the one-point distribution F t,x (r) = P −h(t, 2 1/3 t 2/3 x) + 1 24 t 2 −1/3 t 1/3 ≤ r for the special narrow wedge (sometimes also referred to as curved) initial data given (in terms of (1.2)) 1 by Z(0, x) = δ 0 (x).
(1.4) In this case, it is not hard to see that F t,x only depends on x through a parabolic shift. The exact formula is a complicated integral of Fredholm determinants, but it is simple enough to see from it that (see [ACQ11, Cor. 1.6]) lim t→∞ F t,x (r) = F GUE r + x 2 , (1.5) which is also given by a Fredholm determinant. Here F GUE denotes the Tracy-Widom GUE distribution [TW94] , which was first discovered in the context of random matrices, where it governs the large N asymptotics of the top eigenvalue of an N × N matrix drawn from the Gaussian Unitary Ensemble. More precisely, if N (0, σ 2 ) denotes a centered Gaussian random variable with variance σ 2 and we let a ij = a ji = N (0, N/2) + iN (0, N/2) for i < j = 1, . . . N and a ii = N (0, N ), with all the Gaussian variables assumed independent, then for the largest eigenvalue λ N of the matrix (a ij ) N i,j=1 we have
(1.6)
Its appearance in random growth models was a surprise, and goes back to the breakthrough papers [BDJ99; Joh03] . To a large extent the connection has been explained through the umbrella of Macdonald processes [BC14] . Another basic initial data for the KPZ equation is flat, say Z(0, x) = 1. This case is far less understood. At the present time there is only a conjectural Pfaffian formula [LDC12] derived via Bethe ansatz, divergent series, and a number of uncontrolled approximations (see also [OQR17] for partial progress on rigorous results). From the formula, a formal computation shows that in this case lim t→∞ F t,x (r) = F GOE (4 1/3 r), (1.7)
which is described by a Fredholm Pfaffian (a rigorous proof of this identity, as well as a rigorous formula for F t,x , remains a considerable technical challenge). The Tracy-Widom GOE distribution F GOE [TW96] which appears in (1.7) is the analogue of (1.6) for real symmetric Gaussian matrices, which form the Gaussian Orthogonal Ensemble (see e.g.
[QR14, Sec. 1.2.2] for the explicit definition). A partial explanation of the connection between GOE and random growth models, which is not nearly as well understood as in the GUE/curved case, is provided in the recent paper [NR15] . Whether or not (1.7) can be proved, there is little doubt that it is true. Moreover, the common wisdom is that (1.5) holds whenever the initial data is curved and (1.7) holds whenever the initial data is flat. The question is, of course: how curved is curved, and how flat is flat? We were very surprised both that a fairly precise answer is available, and by the answer itself (see Example 1.11 below).
More generally, we will consider the problem of characterizing the distribution of the limiting fluctuations of h(t, x) (as in (1.5)) for broader families of initial data. In particular, we will be interested in understanding which classes of initial data share the same limiting fluctuations. The context in which a (partial) answer to these questions is available is a remarkable recent result of Corwin and Hammond [CH16] . In fact, some of our results (particularly Theorem 1.5) are to some extent implicitly contained in that article, and our purpose here is to make them explicit.
The distributions of the asymptotic one-point fluctuations in the KPZ class are characterized by means of variational formulas involving the Airy process. However, one does not know at this time that the narrow wedge solution of the KPZ equation converges to the Airy process. From [CH16] one does have the existence of subsequential limits of the spatial fluctuations of KPZ equation with narrow wedge initial data, which turns out to be sufficient to identify domains of attraction. Following this, we assume the variational formula for the Airy 2 process, and extend earlier results on its continuum statistics to the entire line in order to identify these distributions for general initial data. In particular, this allows us to write an explicit Fredholm determinant formula for the case of square root initial data.
The problem of identifying limiting one-point distributions for general initial data was considered independently in the context of geometric last passage percolation/totally asymmetric exclusion process in [CLW14] and for spatially homogeneous initial data in [CFS16] in the exponential case. In both cases, one does have the convergence to the Airy process, so the general results about convergence of one-point distributions are more complete (see Remark 1.8).
1.2. Criterion for the asymptotic fluctuations. In order to understand the dependence on initial data, we extend (1.5) to space. Define the crossover Airy process A t in terms of the narrow wedge solution h nw (i.e. with initial data (1.4)) by A t (2 −1/3 x) = −h nw (t, t 2/3 x) + 1 24 t + 1 2 t 1/3 x 2 2 −1/3 t 1/3 .
One of the main conjectures in the field [ACQ11; PS11]
2 is that, as t → ∞, A t (x) −→ A(x) (1.8)
where A(x) is the Airy 2 process, which is a universal 3 process governing the spatial fluctuations of models in the KPZ universality class with curved initial data; see e.g. [Qua11; QR14] for more on this and also (3.2) below for the definition of the Airy 2 process A. What is known at the present time is Theorem 1.1 ([CH16, Thm. 2.14]). The laws of the A t (·) are tight as probability measures P t on C(R) endowed with the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets.
In what follows we will use the notation A for the process whose law is given by any subsequential limit P of the family of laws P t t>0 . While A is clearly the Airy 2 process, we presently lack the tools to rigorously identify it as such (note, however, that by (1.5) we do know that A has the correct Tracy-Widom GUE one-point marginals).
Within the KPZ universality class, the KPZ equation has the special property that it is exponentially linear in the initial data, i.e. for any reasonable non-negative Borel measure µ on R,
t+2 −1/3 t 1/3 A t (2 −1/3 t −2/3 (x−y)) dµ(y)
(1.9)
2 The precise scaling comes from [PS11, (1.17)].
3 By universal here it is meant that the same process appears in the asymptotics of a wide variety of models. The analogue of (1.8) is know for several discrete models with determinantal structure, see e.g. [Joh06] .
is the solution of KPZ with initial data Z(0, dx) = dµ(x). The measures µ may be random (but we assume they are independent of the white noise) and need not have finite mass. By µ being reasonable we will mean that, for some κ > 0,
almost surely for some M (see [MFQR17, Section 2]). We will denote the class of such measures by M .
Example 1.2. One of the most natural initial conditions is dµ(y) = e B(y) dy where B(y) is a two-sided Brownian motion. Modulo a (non-trivial) height shift, it is the equilibrium distribution for (1.1).
We rescale (1.9) to obtain −h(t, 2 1/3 t 2/3 x) + 1 24 t 2 −1/3 t 1/3 = 1 2 −1/3 t 1/3 log e 2 −1/3 t 1/3 A t (x−y)−(x−y) 2 dµ t (y) (1.10)
where, for Borel sets B,
The right hand side of (1.10) suggests that, in order to study the limiting fluctuations of h with general initial data, it should be possible to use a random version of Laplace's method. The hypotheses of such a result are naturally stated in the language of large deviation theory. In order to state it, we need to introduce some general definitions and notation. Let {Q t } t>0 denote a family of probability measures on M , and let ν t be a random measure in M with law Q t . For example, in our application to the KPZ equation ν t will be taken to be the measure µ t defined in (1.11). We will assume that {ν t } t>0 satisfies the following Large deviation principle. There exists a (possibly random) lower semi-continuous function I : R −→ (−∞, ∞] (which is not identically ∞) and a (deterministic) increasing function a t ր ∞ such that lim sup
in distribution. When this holds, we say that the family of measures {ν t } t>0 satisfies a large deviation principle (in distribution) with rate function I and speed a t (for simplicity we will usually omit writing in distribution).
In this definition, given a sequence of random variables (X n ) n≥1 and another random variable X, we say that lim sup n→∞ X n ≤ X in distribution if for all r ∈ R, lim sup n→∞ P(X n ≥ r) ≤ P(X ≥ r).
Note that the probability spaces on which the random variables are defined need have nothing to do with each other, and are not relevant. As usual, lim inf X n = − lim sup(−X n ). We also say lim sup n→∞ X n < ∞ if lim r→∞ lim sup n→∞ P(X n ≥ r) = 0.
In the context of the KPZ equation, where we will always take a t = 2 −1/3 t 1/3 , the rate function characterizes the associated domain of attraction of the asymptotic fluctuations of h(t, x), which we define next. This fact is a consequence of our main result, see Corollary 1.9 below. 
24 t n for every sequence t n ր ∞, then we will say that µ andμ belong to the same domain of attraction D ⊆ M for the asymptotic one-point fluctuations of the solution of (1.1).
The definition should be thought of as saying that two initial conditions belong to the same domain of attraction if their limiting fluctuations coincide; we choose to relax the definition in order to make it suitable to our setting in which only tightness for the fluctuations is known.
Going back to a general setting, let P t } t>0 be a family of probability measures on C(R), which we endow with the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets, and let X t be a process with paths in C(R) and law P t . Similarly, let P be another probability measure in C(R) and X be a process with this law. Lemma 1.4 (Random Laplace asymptotics). Let ν t t>0 be a family of random measures in M with laws {Q t } t>0 . Suppose that ν t t>0 satisfies a large deviation principle with speed a t and rate function a (possibly random) lower semi-continuous function I : R −→ (−∞, ∞]. Assume that for any ε > 0, there are constants c > 0, δ 1 ∈ (0, 1) and
where Q is the law of I. Suppose moreover that P t (the law of X t ) converges in distribution in C(R) to P (the law of X), and that for some 0 < δ 2 < δ 1 ,
in distribution. Then for all r, letting P t ⊗Q t and P⊗Q denote the product measures,
The assumptions (1.13) and (1.14) can certainly be weakened, but they will be enough for our purposes. Now we apply this lemma to the problem we are interested in. First we need to introduce one last family of measures: given any 0 ≤ δ < 1 and measures µ t as above, we define measures µ δ t on R by dµ
(1.15) The δ is introduced to provide some tightness on initial data such as in Example 1.2.
Given the initial data µ for the KPZ equation, we let Q t denote the law of µ t , defined as in (1.11) and, as in Theorem 1.1, we let P t denote the law of A t (as a measure on C(R)). Thus, in view of (1.10), we may interpret the product probability measure Q t ⊗ P t as the law of h(t, x) started with initial data µ t . Note then that the right hand side of (1.10) is set up perfectly for the application of our random version of Laplace's asymptotics.
What follows is the precise statement of our result. In simpler, and slightly vague, terms, the result says that if h(t, x) is the solution of the KPZ equation with initial data Z(0, dx) = µ(dx) such that for some 0 ≤ δ < 1 the laws of µ δ t satisfy a large deviation principle with rate function h 0 (x) + δx 2 , for some h 0 which does not decrease too rapidly, then the family of random variables
is tight for every given x, and all possible subsequential limits are given, in distribution, by a random variable of the form
with A the corresponding subsequential limit of A t . Of course, if we knew that A is actually the Airy 2 process A, or in other words that the conjecture (1.8) holds, then the result could be stated as saying that the above family of random variables converges in distribution to sup y∈R A(x − y) − (x − y) 2 − h 0 (y) .
Theorem 1.5. Let µ ∈ M satisfy µ(R) > 0 and consider the solution h(t, x) of the KPZ equation with initial data Z(0, dx) = µ(dx). Here µ may be random, but we assume that it is independent of the white noise. Suppose that for some 0 ≤ δ < 1 the family of measures {µ δ t } t>0 (defined through (1.11) and (1.15)) satisfies the large deviation principle (1.12) with (random) rate function h 0 (x) + δx 2 and speed 2 −1/3 t 1/3 . Let Q denote the law of h 0 , and assume that (1.13) holds with I(x) = h 0 (x) and with Q in place of Q. Then for every x ∈ R, the family of probability distributions
is tight, and any subsequential limit is given by
where P is some subsequential limit of P tn and A is the process defined by it. Example 1.6. As a simple example suppose that, in the setting of the theorem, we take µ(dx) = e λ(x) dx where λ is a stochastic process (independent of the white noise) such that, as ε → 0, λ ε (x) = ε 1/2 λ(ε −1 x) converges weakly in the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets to some limiting continuous process Λ satisfying |Λ(x)| ≤ a + b|x| almost surely for some a, b > 0. Then the conclusion of the theorem holds with h 0 (x) = − √ 2Λ(x).
Remark 1.7. If we construct two solutions of the KPZ equation (with different initial data) on the same space using the same white noise, and we look at the fluctuations along the same sequence t n ր ∞, then the answer (1.17) for each solution will be given in terms of the same subsequential limit A of A t . This will be useful below when we compare the limits for different initial data.
Remark 1.8. The answers obtained in [CLW14] and [CFS16] for the asymptotic limiting fluctuations in the setting of last passage percolation and the totally asymmetric exclusion process are given in terms of the same variational problems. In their case the limiting distributions are written directly in terms of the Airy 2 process (as opposed to A), since in their setting the analog of Theorem 1.1 (see e.g. [Joh03] ) gives convergence to A instead of only tightness.
Theorem 1.5 and Remark 1.7 imply directly that the rate function appearing in the large deviation principle satisfied by the initial data for the KPZ equation characterizes its domain of attraction:
Corollary 1.9. Let µ andμ be two choices of initial data for the KPZ equation (given in terms of the SHE) satisfying the hypotheses appearing in Theorem 1.5 for some 0 ≤ δ < 1. Assume that the rate functions in the large deviation principle satisfied by the families of rescaled measures {µ δ t } t>0 and {μ δ t } t>0 are equal in distribution. Then µ andμ belong to the same domain of attraction D ⊆ M for the asymptotic fluctuations of solutions of the KPZ equation.
This gives us a criterion to distinguish the three basic classes: curved, flat and stationary. We have already described how F GUE is supposed to govern the asymptotic fluctuations for curved initial conditions and F GOE for flat (for the latter case, see [BFPS07; BFP07] for the derivation starting from periodic TASEP). For stationary initial data (corresponding, in the context of the KPZ equation, to the initial condition h(0, x) = B(x), a two-sided Brownian motion), the fluctuations are given by F α stat ; see [BR00; FS06] , which obtain this distribution in the setting of stationary TASEP. F α stat is usually referred to as the BaikRains distribution, especially in the case α = 0 (in [BR00] and many other papers F 0 stat is denoted as F 0 ).
The way the Tracy-Widom GOE and the Baik-Rains distributions show up in our context is through the variational formulas
The identity (1.18) was discovered by Johansson [Joh03] ; an alternative proof was given in [CQR13] which is intimately related to the general formula we introduce below in Section 3. The identity (1.19) was proved in [CFS16] 4 . It is known [BCFV15] to be the limiting distribution of t −1/3 (−h(t, 0) + t 24 ) corresponding to the initial condition h(0, x) = B(x), which is stationary in the sense that ∂ x h(t, x) becomes a stationary in time distributionvalued process with this initial data.
Focusing back on Theorem 1.5, if h 0 (0) = 0 and h 0 (x) = ∞ for x = 0, which corresponds to the narrow wedge initial condition Z(0, ·) = δ 0 for the SHE, the right hand side is given simply by the one dimensional marginal of A, which by (1.5) is know to be given by the Tracy-Widom GUE distribution. On the other hand, in the flat case h 0 (y) ≡ 0 the right hand side would be known to be given by the Tracy-Widom GOE distribution if we knew that A is indeed the Airy 2 process (thanks to (1.18)). However, we do know that A(x) is locally Brownian [CH16] and from this it is not hard to see that we have the strict stochastic ordering
(1.20) Corollary 1.10. Recall the setting of Theorem 1.5: we consider the solution h(t, x) of the KPZ equation with initial data Z(0, dx) = µ(dx), where the (possibly random, but independent of the white noise) measure µ ∈ M satisfies µ(R) > 0 and is such that for some δ ∈ [0, 1) the associated family of measures {µ δ t } t>0 (defined through (1.11) and (1.15)) satisfies the large deviation principle (1.12) with (random) rate function h 0 (x) + δx 2 and speed 2 −1/3 t 1/3 . Let
≤ r (where the subscript in P µ indicates the initial condition specified above). Then we have:
In particular, the conclusion holds if µ is a non-trivial positive measure satisfying
(1.22) almost surely, for some δ > 0, κ > 0, c > 0, and all r > r 0 .
(Flat)
If h 0 ≡ 0, then the F µ t,x are tight, and any subsequential limit is stochastically strictly larger than F GUE . In particular, the conclusion holds if for some ε > 0 the measure µ satisfies µ((−r, r)) ≤ c 2 e κ 2 r 1/2−δ 2 and µ((m − ε, m + ε)) ≥ c 1 e −κ 1 |m| 1/2−δ 1 (1.23) for some δ 1 , δ 2 ∈ (0, 1/2), κ 1 , κ 2 > 0, 0 < c 1 , c 2 < ∞, all r > 0, and all m ∈ R with |m| sufficiently large.
(Stationary)
where F x stat is the Baik-Rains distribution (1.19). In particular, the conclusion holds if µ(dx) = e Θ(x) dx and Θ(x) is any stochastic process which is independent of the white noise and is such that Θ ε (x) = ε 1/2 Θ(ε −1 x) converges weakly, as ε → 0, in the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets, to a standard Brownian motion B(x).
We know of course, as we mentioned already, that the limiting distribution in the flat case is F GOE , but we cannot identify it rigorously. The statement about the stochastic ordering in this case is just (1.20).
The asymptotics for the stationary case (which can be easily seen to correspond to starting the SHE with Z(0, x) = e −B(x) ), on the other hand, follow from a combination of Theorem 1.5, Corollary 1.9 and the fact, proved in [BCFV15] , that the one-point asymptotic fluctuations of stationary KPZ equation coincide with those encountered for the stationary TASEP.
We consider next several examples. The first two discuss the distinction between curved and flat in more detail. 
where α > 0 and V (x) is a function with |x| −α |V (x)| −→ 0 as x → ∞. We find that the fluctuations are given by F GUE if α > 1/2 and κ > 0 and by something strictly stochastically larger (conjecturally F GOE ) if α < 1/2 and κ ∈ R. From a more physical point of view, if an interface (with the sign of the non-linearity chosen as in (1.1)) is set up so that asymptotically it has the shape −κ|x| 1/2+δ with δ, κ > 0, then it is curved in the sense that the fluctuations will have GUE Tracy-Widom law; if it is asymptotically κ|x| 1/2−δ with κ ∈ R, δ > 0, it is flat in the sense that the fluctuations should have GOE Tracy-Widom law. This result is not so intuitive and it would be nice to see it verified experimentally, along the lines of [TS10] . Example 1.12 (Boundary between curved and flat). In the critical case where the initial condition for the KPZ equation is asymptotically −κ|x| 1/2 , κ > 0, (for instance, if Z(0, x) = e −κ|x| 1/2 +V (x) with |x| −1/2 |V (x)| −→ 0 as x → ∞) we identify a new family of crossover distributions, given as follows:
To be more precise, if we start the KPZ equation with the specified initial conditions, then all that Theorem 1.10 tells us is that the family of probability distributions in (1.16) is tight, and all limit points are of the above form with A replaced by some subsequential limit A of the rescaled processes A t . However, as it is widely believed that A t actually converges to A, it is clear (if still conjectural) that the correct limiting fluctuations are those given in (1.25), and it is for this reason that we introduce the distributions F α,b 1 ,b 2 sqrt in this way. When restricted to b 1 , b 2 ∈ [0, ∞) these distributions cross over between F GUE (r) and
It turns out that this new self-similar class also has explicit one-point marginals given by Fredholm determinants, which we include below as (1.48).
Example 1.13 (Crossover cases). One also has crossover families
which arise from putting two different classes of initial data on each side of the origin. For example, F α curved→flat describes the asymptotic fluctuations for half-flat (or half-periodic) TASEP [BFS08] . It is expected to characterize the KPZ domain of attraction associated to h 0 (x) = 0 for x ≥ 0 and h 0 (x) = ∞ for x < 0, corresponding to the initial condition Z(0, x) = 1 x≥0 for the SHE, but this remains an open problem (see [LD14] for a nonrigourous argument and [OQR16] for partial progress on the rigorous side). The identity (1.27) was proved in [QR13b] ; the other two can be obtained by a simple extension of the arguments of [CFS16] (versions of them also appeared in [CLW14] , see in footnote 4 in page 7). F α curved→flat (r) interpolates between F GUE (r) as α → −∞ and F GOE (4 1/3 r) as α → ∞. Example 1.14 (Beyond the large deviation scale). Theorem 1.5 is certainly not the last word on fluctuation classes, as one can still have non-trivial phenomena when h 0 (x) = −∞. We are basically thinking of h 0 (x) = −f (x) where f is some function satisfying t −1/3 f (t 2/3 x) → ∞ in some region. Already we get something very interesting if f (x) = x β 1 x>0 , β ∈ [1/2, 2). Note the obvious requirement β < 2 since we are taking initial data Z 0 (x) = e x β 1 x>0 for the stochastic heat equation. The right hand side of (1.9) at x = 0 gives in this case
t+2 −1/3 t 1/3 A t (2 −1/3 t −2/3 y)+y β 1 y>0 dy.
(1.28)
2t is maximized at y * = (βt) 1 2−β , around which it looks like c β t
Using the stationarity of A t , (1.28) becomes, up to quadratic order
(2−β)(y−y * ) 2 +2 −1/3 t 1/3 A t (2 −1/3 t −2/3 (y−y * )) dy.
Note that we shifted A t , so the approximation is only in distribution. Note also that if β < 1/2, the shift is within the range of the old optimization problem, so it does nothing. Now we may apply the earlier argument and find that, along subsequences t k ր ∞, the distribution is approximately that of
Let us pretend for simplicity in the coming discussion that A is just A. When β = 1 we are in the flat case and the limiting fluctuations are F GOE . Otherwise we identify a new family of distributions depending on the parameter β ∈ (1/2, 2]:
(note that the comment following (1.25) also applies here). Again we have a Fredholm determinant formula, which is presented in Example 1.25. If we start instead with a symmetric version f (x) = |x| β (β > 1/2), we end up with two equal maxima at ±y * and the final formula becomes a maximum over two independent Airy processes. Note that this does not work in the case β = 1/2 because the maxima are not well separated in that case. Hence we obtain the same height shift 1 24 t − c β t β 2−β on top of which we have fluctuations of size 2 −1/3 t 1/3 with distribution (F β parbl ) 2 . The case β = 1 corresponds to shock initial data e |x| and the result is the maximum of two independent GOE's.
Remark 1.15 (Ordering). From the variational formulas, the following inequalities hold. For every α, r ∈ R and b 1 >b 1 ≥ 0 and b 2 >b 2 ≥ 0,
, and
(with similar inequalities for the parabolic case). Moreover, if A is any fixed subsequential limit of A t and we replace A by A in the definitions (1.18)-(1.25), then the same inequalities hold. The inequalities are strict because A is locally Brownian. Note the slightly confusing fact that, in general, if we have the stochastic ordering X Y as random variables, then their distribution functions satisfy the reverse ordering:
Therefore the above inequalities mean that one has couplings in which the associated random variables are stochastically ordered with respect to one another in the opposite direction. In general, if µ andμ are initial data for Z, and the family of measures µ t andμ t satisfy large deviation principles with rate functions h 0 (x) <h 0 (x) almost surely, then µ +μ lies in the same domain of attraction D as µ. A very natural conjecture is that F 0 stat (r) < F GOE (4 1/3 r), since it would seem that the Brownian initial data would swamp the flat initial data. We were very surprised to find out that this is false. This can be easily seen from the tails of these distributions [BBD08] :
|x| 3
Along the way, we were fooled into thinking the conjecture is true because we discovered the inequality F 0 stat (r) < F GOE (r).
(1.29) However, the meaning of the inequality is now very unclear since it is the distribution function F GOE (4 1/3 r) which arises in random growth from flat interfaces with our choice of scaling, and not F GOE (r). On the other hand, it is hard to believe that the inequality is meaningless, and it would be very interesting to have some explanation. Numerically it appears that F 0 stat (κr) < F GOE (r) for any 1 ≤ κ ≤ 2 1/3 . For κ ∈ [1, 2 1/3 ] it is easy to check it is not true from the tails. The inequality (1.29) is proved in Appendix A.1, based on the representations of both functions in terms of Painlevé II transcedents.
The proof of (1.29) also yields the following interesting inequality:
for all r. Noting that F GOE (r) 2 = P sup x≤0 A(x) − x 2 + √ 2B(x) ≤ r (which follows from a simple extension of the result of [CFS16] and known results for half-stationary last passage percolation [BR00] ; see again [CLW14] for a related identity), this says that
Apart from providing its proof, Appendix A.1 also discusses the inequality (1.30) in the context of last passage percolation.
1.3. Airy 2 hitting probabilities. Our formulas for F α,b 1 ,b 2 sqrt and F β parbl will follow from an extension of the main result of [CQR13] , which is of independent interest, and is one of the main results of this paper. We are interested in computing P(A(t) − t 2 ≤ g(t) ∀ t ∈ R) for a broad class of functions g. In view of Theorem 1.10 and the (conjectural) fact that A is just the Airy 2 process, these probabilities describe the laws associated to the different domains of attraction for the one-point fluctuations of the solution of the KPZ equation. In particular, they give the one-point distribution of the KPZ fixed point, the conjectural universal limit for all models in the KPZ universality class (see [CQR15] ).
In order to state the general formula we need to introduce some operators. Define the Airy kernel K Ai as
where Ai(·) is the Airy function. We regard K Ai as the kernel of an integral operator, also denoted by K Ai , acting on L 2 (R). Define also the Airy transform A, which is an operator acting on L 2 (R) with kernel A(x, λ) = Ai(x − λ).
The Airy transform satisfies AA * = I, so that f (x) = ∞ −∞ dλ Ai(x − λ)Af (λ). In other words, the shifted Airy functions {Ai(x−λ)} λ∈R (which are not in L 2 (R)) form a generalized orthonormal basis of L 2 (R) (and thus K Ai is the projection onto the subspace spanned by {Ai(x − λ)} λ≤0 ). It is instructive to think of A as an analogue of the Fourier transform, mapping functions in real space to (Airy) frequency space.
Let P m denote the projection onto the interval (m, ∞) andP
With this notation it is clear that
The Airy kernel plays a prominent role in the Fredholm determinant formulas for the Tracy-Widom GUE and GOE distributions. In fact, we have
and
The GUE formula is well-known, with the second equality following from the cyclic property of the determinant (and the fact that K Ai and P r are projections). The GOE formula is essentially the one derived by [Sas05] (and proved in [FS05] ), see [CQR13, (1.8)]. The Fredholm determinants here, and in everything that follows, are being computed on the Hilbert space L 2 (R). For the definition of the Fredholm determinant and some background (including the definition of the Hilbert-Schmidt and trace class norms to be used below and in Section 3) we refer to [QR14, Sec. 2].
Note how both F GUE and F GOE can be computed as Fredholm determinants of an operator of the form I − K Ai RK Ai for some explicit operator R. As we will see next, the same is true for more general probabilities of the form P A(t) ≤ g(t) + t 2 ∀ t ∈ R).
For given g : [0, ∞) −→ R ∪ {∞} consider the hitting time
where B is a Brownian motion with diffusion coefficient 2 (this hitting time could, of course, be infinite). Also, if g :
(1.37)
We will assume that there is a finite or infinite collection of intervals of the form
and both it and its derivative are in L 2 ([a, b])) and g(x) = ∞ for x outside the collection of intervals (note that we could, for instance, take g to be infinite except at some finite collection of points). We will denote this class of functions as H 1 ext (R). Using these notations we introduce a new operator as follows:
(1.38) and then the Brownian scattering operator S g as
or, in other words,
More generally, given any α ∈ R, if we let g α (t) = g(t + α) and define
then S g can also be written explicitly as
If g is not continuous at α, then g(α) in the above formulas should be interpreted as min{g(α−), g(α+)}.
The fact that the right hand side of (1.42) does not depend on α will be proved in Section 3 (see Proposition 3.5).
Although the inverse heat kernels appearing in the integrand in the definition of Ψ g α may in principle appear to be nonsensical, they are in fact well-defined in this setting, because A * e s∆ is well-defined (and in L 2 (R)) for all s ∈ R. See Proposition 3.3 below, which also justifies the second equality in (1.38) and in (1.41).
We remark that, under our assumptions on g, K Ai −AP 0 S gP 0 A * is a trace class operator mapping L 2 (R) to itself (this is proved as Proposition 3.6). This implies that the Fredholm determinant in the next theorem is well-defined.
Remark 1.18. In (1.40)/(1.42) we have written the domain of integration in y as (−∞, g(α)) to stress that g(α) is not included in the integration (even thoughP g(α) is the projection onto (−∞, g(α)], which could lead to confusion). This is so because Ψ g
is, by definition of τ g , just a point mass at t = 0, so that
Note that e −(α+t)∆ A * (λ, g(t)) vanishes rapidly as t → ∞, so τ g
possibly being ∞ does not affect the integral.
At this point we are ready to state our general continuum statistics formula for the Airy 2 process.
with S g given as in Definition 1.17.
A series of remarks are in order.
Remark 1.20. 1. The requirement that κ < 3/4 in the above theorem is purely technical, and we expect the result to hold for all κ < 1. Nevertheless, since κ < 3/4 is enough for the main examples we have in mind in this paper, we will not attempt to improve this. 2. The importance of the formula with respect to the earlier one in [CQR13] is that the earlier formula was restricted to a finite interval. In general, the distributions arising in the long time limit have the form sup t A(t) − t 2 − g(t) , so the earlier formula required initial data g(·) which was infinite outside a finite interval. The distributions were obtained by taking a limit of large intervals, but these limits turn out to be rather singular and have to be performed on a case by case basis. 3. The analogy between (1.43) and (1.34)/(1.35) can be made more explicit by writing
so that in view of (1.39) we have
(this formula could be made rigorous by defining properly the domain and range of the operatorsΨ g , but we opt not to dwell on this technicality since it does not really provide any better understanding of (1.43)).
As the examples that follow this remark show, one can use (1.43)/(1.44) to recover the Tracy-Widom GUE and GOE distributions in the curved and flat cases, respectively. 4. The version of the formula for S g given in (1.42) is useful whenever g is naturally split at some α ∈ R, see e.g. Examples 1.23 and 1.24. In the second of these two examples it is convenient to use a slightly modified version of (1.43), which is obtained by conjugating the operator inside the determinant by e αH with H as defined in (3.1) (in (1.46) below we also shift the kernel by α 2 ). It reads as follows: if
(1.46) Theorem 1.19 gives explicit Fredholm determinant formulas for P(A(t) ≤ g(t) + t 2 ∀ t) whenever the hitting time density of a Brownian motion from any point y < g(α) to the curve g is explicit. We consider next several choices of g for which this is possible. While in the first three examples the theorem is used to recover known results, the last two examples provide new formulas. Example 1.21. (Curved/GUE) Consider the case g(0) = r and g(t) = ∞ for all t = 0 (which corresponds to computing the marginal of A(t) at time t = 0). Note that the hitting densities appearing in (1.38) are zero in this case for all t ≥ 0 and y < g(0) = r, and so from (1.39)/(1.40) we trivially get Ψ g ± = A * and thus S g = A * P r A, so that (1.43) becomes
(where we used (1.33)) as desired.
Example 1.22. (Flat/GOE) The flat case, corresponding to g ≡ r, is a bit more involved, and relies on showing that in this case Ψ g + = Ψ g − = A * (I − ̺ r ), where ̺ r is the reflection operator ̺ r f (x) = f (2r − x). This implies that S g = A * (I − ̺ r )P r (I − ̺ r )A = A * (I − ̺ r )A. Using this and (1.33) again, (1.43) becomes
as desired. The proof of the formula for Ψ g ± will be provided at the end of Section 3 (see (3.17)).
Example 1.23. (Curved→Flat/GUE→GOE) Consider now the case g(t) = r for t ≤ α and g(t) = ∞ for t > α. In this case it is clearly convenient to split g at α, as in (1.42).
We will actually use (1.46). As in Example 1.21 we trivially have Ψ g + α α = A * e −αξ while, by (3.17), we have Ψ g − α −α = A * e αξ − A * e αξ ̺ r . Therefore S g α = (A * e αξ − A * e αξ ̺ r )P r e −αξ A = A * P r A − A * e αξ ̺ rPr e αξ A, and thus (using (
, and as a consequence (see Theorem 1 in the same paper) we obtain
which was introduced in (1.27).
Example 1.24. (Square root barrier) We consider now the case of a square root barrier which, as discussed in Example 1.12, correponds to the critical case between the curved and flat domains of attraction. Recall that we defined (in (1.25))
We will restrict the discussion to the case b 1 , b 2 > 0. By symmetry it suffices to compute Ψ g α , where g(x) = b √ x + r for x ≥ 0 (and b > 0). The hitting probability P y (τ g ∈ dt)
can be obtained from [Don10, eqn.(27) ] (see also [NFK99] ), who proves that if W (t) is a standard Brownian motion andτ a,b is the first hitting time of a + b √ t by W (t) then . Applying a simple scaling argument to go back to Brownian motions with diffusivity 2 we get the following formula for the density of τ g :
where ν n (b) n≥1 are the (negative) real zeros of the function Υ(·, b/ √ 2). In view of this and (1.43) we get
where
This formula can in principle also be used directly to verify the limits in (1.26). In fact, and by definition, ρ sqrt y,r,b converges as b → 0 to the density of the hitting time of g ≡ r by a Brownian motion started at y, while as b → ∞ it converges to 0 for all y < r and all t ≥ 0. Therefore (without checking the details about the convergence) we deduce as in Examples 1.21 and 1.22 that
Example 1.25. (Parabolic barrier) We consider finally the case of a general parabolic barrier,
introduced in Example 1.14. Of course, one can also consider more general cases, for instance by splitting the parabolic barrier at a point other than the origin (as in the previous example), but for simplicity we will stick to this version. We will assume additionally that β 1 , β 2 > 0; similar formulas can be written if the β i 's are negative, but require different formulas for the Brownian hitting times (see e.g. [ML98] ).
To obtain a formula for F β 1 ,β 2 parbl (r) we need an expression for the hitting probability P y (τ g ∈ dt) with g(t) = r + βt 2 . This is a classical problem, which has appeared repeatedly in the literature. We use a formula derived in [Sal88] , which we take from [JLML10, (3.2)] and says that ifτ x,b is the hitting time of bt 2 , b > 0, by a standard Brownian motion started at x < 0, then
where {a k } k≥1 are the zeros of the Airy function (which are all negative). By Brownian scaling, the hitting time P y (τ g ∈ dt) (which, we recall, is defined in terms of a Brownian motion with diffusion coefficient 2) has the same distribution as 2 −1/3 β −2/3τ 2 −1/3 β 1/3 (y−r),
, and thus 
(1.50)
We get
As in Example 1.24, the formula can be used to verify that F β 1 ,β 2 parbl (r) interpolates between F GUE and F GOE . Moreover, in this case it is not hard to do this explicitly (although we will only sketch the argument, skipping the technical details). On the one hand, since a k < 0 for all k ≥ 1, it is easy to see from (1.49) that ρ 
where we used the asymptotics of the Airy function (3.13) and by o(1) we mean a term which goes to 0 as β → 0. We change variables u → z 1/2 , which turns the contour iR into the contour Γ composed of the two rays starting at the origin with angles ±π/4. We get
as β → 0, where in the second equality we used ∂ u e tu 2 −uŷ = (2tu −ŷ)e tu 2 −uŷ and the fact that e tu 2 −uŷ vanishes at either end of the contour Γ. Now we change variables u = (2t) −1/2 v to get
where in the first equality we deformed the contour Γ back to iR and changed variables v → iw. The result coincides, as expected, with the density of the hitting time to r of a Brownian motion started at y < r, and hence as β 1 , β 2 → 0 we recover the flat case (Example 1.22):
F GOE (4 1/3 r).
Proofs of the results from Section 1.2
2.1. Proof of Lemma 1.4. We begin with the proof of the random Laplace asymptotics.
Without loss of generality we may assume that a t = t. Assuming that the measures ν t are deterministic, standard arguments (see e.g. [Var84] ) show that for any compact K,
This limit can be extended easily to our setting by conditioning, since in our case the measures ν t are independent of X t . Therefore, since log(a ∨ b) ≤ log(a + b) ≤ log(2(a ∨ b)) for all a, b > 0, and choosing K to be of the form [x − M, x + M ], it suffices to show that, under our conditions,
That is, we need to show that given any ε > 0 and ℓ > 0,
for M > M 0 , t > t 0 and large enough M 0 > 0 and t 0 > 0. Recalling our assumptions (1.13) and (1.14), we may chooseδ ∈ (δ 2 , δ 1 ) and some large enough M 0 and t 0 so that
On the other hand, if X t (x − y) ≤δ(x − y) 2 for |y − x| > M then
Hence, since ν t and X t are independent, we get for any t ≥ t 0 that
Taking t → ∞ and using the assumption that Q t satisfies a large deviation principle with respect to I, the right hand side is bounded by
where in the last inequality we have used (2.2). This finishes our proof of (2.1) and of the lemma.
2.2. Proof of Theorem 1.5. By Theorem 1.1, we know that the family of processes (A t ) t>0 is tight. Let A be a subsequential limit, say A tn −→ A when n → ∞ (with t n ր ∞) in distribution. We claim that it is enough to show that for all κ > 0,
In fact, using (1.10) and noting that x is a fixed parameter, we may write
where A t δ,x (z) = A t (z) + δ(z − x) 2 . Now µ δ t satisfies a large deviation principle with rate function h 0 (x) + δx 2 , while A tn δ,x (x − y) converges in distribution to A(x − y) + δy 2 . On the other hand, if we letδ 1 > 0 be such that (1.13) holds for I(y) = h 0 (y), then for I(y) = h 0 (y) + δy 2 the same assumption holds now with δ 1 =δ 1 + δ. By (2.3) we see then that A t δ,x satisfies (1.14) with some choice of δ 2 < δ 1 . By Lemma 1.4 we now deduce that the above probability converges to −h nw (t, t 2/3 x) + 1 24 t t 1/3 and fix α > 0 and η > 0. Then there is a constant β > 0 such that, for all t ≥ 1,
The context in which they are able to obtain this estimate is their construction of the KPZ line ensemble, which allows them to view the solution of the KPZ equation with narrow wedge initial data as the top line in an infinite collection of curves which enjoy what they call the H t -Brownian Gibbs property. They prove the lemma, among many other results about the solution of the KPZ equation, by carefully making use of this construction. The limit (2.3) follows directly from the lemma after observing that
2.3. Proof of Corollary 1.10. We start by noting that h 0 (x) + δx 2 satisfies (1.13) for all three choices of h 0 (i.e. h 0 (0) = 0 and h 0 (x) = −∞ for x = 0; h 0 ≡ 0; and h 0 (x) = √ 2B(x)) and any δ ∈ [0, 1), and thus Theorem 1.5 can be applied to obtain tightness of the F µ t,x . So we only need to prove the remaining claims.
Consider first the curved case. From [ACQ11] it is known that if the initial data is prescribed as Z(0, x) = δ 0 (x) for the SHE, then F µ t,x (r) actually converges to F GUE (r + x 2 ). The limit in (1.21) then follows from Corollary 1.9, since this choice of initial data clearly belongs to the domain of attraction characterized by our choice of h 0 . Now suppose that µ satisfies (1. If 0 / ∈ C then C ⊂ (−r, r) c for some r > 0, and then by hypothesis
The case 0 ∈ C is even simpler because by hypothesis we know that µ 0 t (R) = µ(R) < ∞, and thus
On the other hand, in the case of open O ⊂ R we only need to show that lim inf
But if 0 ∈ O, then O ⊇ (−r, r) for some r > 0, so µ 0 t (O) ≥ µ([−2 −1/3 t 1/3 r, 2 −1/3 t 1/3 r]). Since µ(R) > 0, we may find some M > 0 so that the last quantity is bounded below by M for large enough t, and thus the estimate follows.
We turn now to the flat case. The fact that the ordering holds is just (1.20). Now suppose that µ satisfies (1.23). We will show that for any 0 < δ < 1 the measures µ δ t satisfy a large deviation principle with rate function h 0 (x) = δx 2 .
Consider a closed C ⊆ R. If C = ∅ the condition is trivial. Otherwise, assume first that 0 / ∈ C and let r = min{|x| : x ∈ C}, which is necessarily positive (and finite). Since C ⊆ (−r, r) c , using (1.15) and the first inequality in (1.23) and integrating by parts we get
(2.4) for some constant c > 0. The same bound can be obtained for µ δ t (C ∩ (−∞, 0]), and thus we get log(µ δ t (C)) ≤ c ′ − δ2 −1/3 t 1/3 r 2 + κ 2 t 1/3−δ 2 /3 r 1/2−δ 2 for some c ′ > 0. Hence
by our choice of r, which gives the desired condition. The case 0 ∈ C follows from a similar, and simpler, argument, bounding µ δ t (C) directly by µ δ t (R). Now take an open O ⊆ R. As before, if O = ∅ the inequality is trivial. Otherwise, let r = inf{|x| : x ∈ O} ∈ [0, ∞). We will assume for simplicity that r ∈ O (otherwise −r ∈ O and the same argument works). Then there is some ε > 0 such that (r, r + ε) ⊆ O, and then by an argument similar to (2.4), but using now the second inequality in (1.23), we have
≥ c 1 e −δ2 −1/3 t 1/3 r 2 −κ 1 (t 2/3 r) 1/2−δ 1 .
From this we get lim sup
which gives the desired condition. Finally, in the stationary case, the proof of (1.24) is the same as the one given for (1.21), using the result of [BCFV15] (which computed the limiting one-point fluctuations of the KPZ equation with initial condition given as Z(0, x) = e −B(x) for the SHE) in place of the result of [ACQ11] . The statement about µ(dx) = e Θ(x) dx with Θ converging to a Brownian motion under diffusive scaling is easy to check (and is the same as Example 1.6).
Hitting probabilities for the Airy 2 process
The goal of this section is to prove Theorem 1.19. Our starting point is Theorem 2 in [CQR13] , which gives a formula for the probability that the Airy 2 process hits a general function on a finite interval. Before stating the formulas, let us recall the definition of the Airy 2 process and introduce some notation (for more details see [QR14] ).
First recall the definition (1.32) of P m as the projection onto the interval (m, ∞) and if P m = I − P m . Next define the Airy Hamiltonian
(3.1)
Since the Airy function satisfies Ai ′′ (x) = x Ai(x), we have H Ai(x−λ) = λAi(x−λ). Hence the shifted Airy functions are the (generalized) eigenfunctions of the Airy Hamiltonian H, and the Airy kernel K Ai (defined in (1.31)) is the projection onto the negative eigenspace associated to H. In particular, this implies that, even though e tH is not well-defined for t > 0, e tH K Ai makes sense for all t ∈ R and its integral kernel is given by
Making use of these objects, the Airy 2 process can be defined through its finite-dimensional distributions by the following determinantal formula: given x 1 , . . . , x m ∈ R and t 1 < · · · < t m in R,
where, as it is the case throughout this paper, the Fredholm determinant is computed in L 2 (R). We remark that this is not the most usual definition of the finite-dimensional distributions of the Airy 2 process, which utilizes the so-called extended Airy kernel and a Fredholm determinant computed on L 2 ({t 1 , . . . , t n } × R) (see [PS02; PS11; QR14; BCR15] for more on this), but it is the one that is most convenient for our purposes. In fact, this formula was used in [CQR13] to derive a formula for the probability that the Airy 2 process stays below a function g on a finite interval [ℓ 1 , ℓ 2 ] by essentially discretizing g on a finite mesh of [ℓ 1 , ℓ 2 ], using (3.2), and then making the mesh size go to 0. Before stating the formula we need the following definition.
Definition
as the solution operator (acting on L 2 (R)) of the following boundary value problem:
, where u(ℓ 2 , ·) is the solution at time ℓ 2 of (3.3).
We remark that this definition of Θ g ℓ 1 ,ℓ 2 is slightly different from the one in [CQR13] because for convenience here we have shifted g(t) by t 2 in (3.3) .
The continuum statistics formula derived in [CQR13] can then be written as follows: for
To obtain this formula from Theorem 2 of [CQR13] we have used the cyclic property of the determinant, det(I + K 1 K 2 ) = det(I + K 2 K 1 ) whenever K 1 and K 2 are operators on L 2 (R) such that K 1 K 2 and K 2 K 1 are trace class, together with the fact that e (s 1 +s 2 )H K Ai = e s 1 H K Ai e s 2 H K Ai for all s 1 , s 2 ∈ R. For more details see [CQR13] or [QR14] (particularly Sections 1.5.2 and 3).
In view of (3.4) we need to take −ℓ 1 = ℓ 2 = L and compute
We start by noting that the operator Θ g ℓ 1 ,ℓ 2 can be expressed as an integral operator on L 2 (R) with an explicit integral kernel, which is given in Theorem 3 of [CQR13] :
where the probability is computed with respect to a Brownian bridge B(s) from x 1 − ℓ 2 1 at time ℓ 1 to x 2 − ℓ 2 2 at time ℓ 2 and with diffusion coefficient 2, and where p(t, x) = (4πt) −1/2 e −x 2 /4t denotes the transition kernel of a Brownian motion with diffusion coefficient 2. Now define
has a limit in trace class norm. Moreover, the limit has the following explicit representation:
where S g is the Brownian scattering operator introduced in Definition 1.17.
The fact that K Ai − AP 0 S gP 0 A * is a trace class operator mapping L 2 (R) to itself is proved in Proposition 3.6 below. Theorem 1.19 is a straightforward consequence of Theorem 3.2 together with (3.4) and the continuity of the Fredholm determinant in the trace class norm. The rest of this section is thus devoted to the proof of Theorem 3.2.
Let us first proceed formally, using the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula to rewrite e tH in order to find a more convenient expression for S g L . Slightly more generally, we
) denote the multiplication operator (e tξ f )(x) = e tx f (x). Then by the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula we may (formally) write
(see the justification of (4.10) in [QR14] for the formal computation). Now recalling that e a∇ acts as a shift (i.e. e a∇ f (x) = f (x + a)) we get
(where in the last equality we used e aξ e b∇ = e −ab e b∇ e aξ ) with
To make sense of this formula we need to understand what it means to write e −t∆ for t > 0 in our case. The key point is that we are allowed to consider the operator e −t∆ for t > 0 as long as it is applied to A or, in other words, that the function x −→ Ai(x) lies in the image of the heat kernel. More generally, the same fact holds for e −t∆ applied to e αξ A for any α ∈ R, as required in (1.45). This fact is well-known in the literature in the case
Proposition 3.3. Given α, t ∈ R define ϕ α t (x) = e −2t 3 /3+2αt 2 −α 2 t+x(α−t) Ai(x + t 2 − 2αt). Then for all s, t > 0 we have e s∆ ϕ α t (x) = ϕ α t−s (x). In particular, e t∆ ϕ α t (x) = e αx Ai(x), and as a consequence the kernels e t∆ e αξ A and A * e αξ e t∆ are well defined for every α, t ∈ R via the formula e t∆ e αξ A(x, λ) = A * e αξ e t∆ (λ, x) = e 2t 3 /3+2αt 2 +α 2 t+x(t+α)−λt Ai(x − λ + t 2 + 2αt) (3.8)
and they satisfy the semigroup property in the sense that e (s+t)∆ e αξ A = e s∆ e t∆ e αξ A and A * e αξ e (s+t)∆ = A * e αξ e s∆ e t∆ for all s, t ∈ R.
Proof. The proof of the formula e s∆ ϕ α t (x) = ϕ α t−s (x) is completely analogous to the one of Proposition 1.2 in [QR13a] , so we omit it. To get (3.8), note that e αξ Ae −αξ (x, λ) = ϕ α 0 (x − λ), so e t∆ e αξ A(x, λ) = ϕ α −t (x − λ)e αλ , whence the formula follows.
As a consequence of this and (1.33), and since e tH formally commutes with K Ai , we may rewrite (3.6) as
The derivation of this identity has been non-rigorous, but the main point is that the right hand side of (3.9) is now well defined thanks to Proposition 3.3. The identity can be justified rigorously, without appealing to the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula, by relatively simple integral calculations. We will skip the details of that justification and instead refer the reader to [QR13b] where the argument is carried out in detail for a similar problem (see in particular the proof of Lemma 2.1 there). Next we rewrite the probability appearing in (3.7) as follows: assuming α ∈ (ℓ 1 , ℓ 2 )
Recalling the definitions of g + and τ g in (1.36) and (1.37) and of g α (t) = g(t + α), the last probability in the above integral can be rewritten as
.
, and going backwards from time α to time ℓ 1 . Using this and writing P ℓ 1 ,x 1 ;ℓ 2 ,x 2 (B(α) ∈ dy) explicitly we find that
Recalling from (3.7) that in the formula for Θ g ℓ 1 ,ℓ 2 (x 2 − x 1 ) this probability is premultiplied by p(ℓ 2 − ℓ 1 , x 2 − x 1 + ℓ 2 2 − ℓ 2 1 ) and observing that
we deduce that
At this point we go back to the case −ℓ 1 = ℓ 2 = L, for which the last identity yields the following (note that the exponential prefactor above vanishes in this case):
Let us rewrite the last identity as follows:
The pointwise limit as L → ∞ of (3.11) is straightforward to compute, and gives Ψ g α . Therefore, in view of (1.42), the right hand side of (3.10) converges pointwise to S g . In particular, since the left hand side of (3.10) does not depend on α, we have proved the following This shows that, as claimed, the definition of S g through (1.42) does not depend on α.
Our next goal is to upgrade the pointwise convergence of the right hand side of (3.10) to S g to trace class convergence of S g L (under suitable conditions on g), which by (3.5), (3.9) and (3.10) satisfies
We will first prove the following result, which already contains all the necessary ideas.
Proposition 3.6. For any g ∈ H 1 ext (R) such that g(t) ≥ c − κt 2 for some c ∈ R and κ ∈ (0, 3 4 ), K Ai − AP 0 S gP 0 A * is a trace class operator.
Proof. Choose α so that g(α) < ∞ (the result is trivial if g ≡ ∞) and write Ψ g α as
Since AP 0 A * = AP 0 A * e α∆ e −α∆ AP 0 A * , the first operator on the right hand side equals −AP 0 A * e α∆ P g(α) e −α∆ AP 0 A * , and therefore it is trace class because AP 0 A * e α∆ P m is HilbertSchmidt for any α, m ∈ R: using the fact that
x 3/2 for x ≥ 0, |Ai(x)| ≤ c for x < 0 (3.13)
for some c > 0, we have (using AA * = I again)
(3.14)
Hence we need to show that each of the remaining three operators on the right hand side of (3.12) are trace class. Fix β > |α|. We will focus on the third term on the right hand side of (3.12), the remaining two can be handled in exactly the same way (the fourth one is slightly simpler because β can be taken to be 0). We write this operator as L 1 L 2 with
and L 2 =P g(α) e βξ e −α∆ AP 0 A * so that it suffices to see that both L 1 and L 2 are Hilbert-Schmidt. To check this for the second factor we proceed as in (3.14):
which is finite by (3.13) and the fact that β > α. On the other hand, L 1 2 2 equals
where in the integration by parts the boundary term at t = ∞ is zero thanks to (3.13) and the assumption g(t) ≥ c − κt 2 with κ ∈ (0, 3 4 ): in fact, for large t,
(1−κ) 3/2 (α+t) 3 +O(α+t)
for some c > 0 (bounding the probability by 1), which goes to 0 as t → ∞ for κ < 3 4 . Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we obtain
where β ′ > 0 will be chosen later. In order to estimate the first integral in (3.16) we introduce the line r(s) = c − κα 2 − κ(t + 2α)s, which goes between (0, c − κα 2 ) and (t, c − κ(t + α) 2 ). The piece of the integral with x ∈ [c − κα 2 , g(α)] is clearly finite, so it remains to bound the piece with x < c − κα 2 . Since g − α (s) ≥ c − κ(s + α) 2 , r(s) lies below g − α (s) for s ∈ [0, t] and thus we have, for x < c − κα 2 , that
where the last formula is standard (see e.g. (2.0.2) in Section 2 of [BS02] ). Using this we get If we extend the x integral to all R we obtain an upper bound, which is just a Gaussian integral in x and can be computed explicitly, yielding that the above expression is bounded by
for some c 1 , c 2 > 0. This expression is clearly finite as long as we choose β ′ > κβ (which of course we may), which shows that the first double integral in (3.16) is finite. The other integral is simpler to estimate. Since Ai ′ satisfies the same estimate (3.13), only with some minor polynomial corrections, we have (similarly to (3.15)), for some c > 0 (recall here λ ≤ 0),
(1−κ) 3/2 (α+t) 3 +O((α+t) 2 ) .
As before, since − 4 3 + 2κ − 4 3 (λ + (1 − κ)) 3/2 < 0 for all κ ∈ (0, 3 4 ), the last expression is integrable in (λ, t) ∈ (−∞, 0] × [0, ∞), and thus the second double integral in (3.16) is finite. This finishes our proof that L 1 L 2 is finite. As we mentioned, the other two operators in (3.12) can be dealt with similarly.
Proof of Theorem 3.2. As we mentioned, the proof of this result is essentially contained in the last proof. The idea is to rewrite S g L − K Ai in a similar way as (3.12). In fact, the only difference is that the t integrals appearing in the Φ . Note however that the first term does not depend on L, just as the first term in (3.12). This leaves us with estimating the difference between each of the last three terms in (3.12) with their corresponding ones in S g L . Let us focus on the second of these three differences, which corresponds to the third term in (3.12). It is given by (AP 0 E 1 )(E 2P0 A * ) with
E 2 is the same as in the proof of Proposition 3.6, so the factor E 2P0 A * is Hilbert-Schimdt (and it does not depend on L). Thus it sufices to prove that E 1 2 −→ 0 as L → ∞. But following the exact same argument of the last proof we deduce (see (3.16)) that in this case
In the last proof we showed that both of these integrals are finite when the lower limit of integration in t is replaced by 0, and hence they both go to 0 as L → ∞. This proves that
Since K Ai is trace class, this finishes our proof.
We finish this section with the proof that when g ≡ r,
which was used in Example 1.22 (with α = 0) to show that in this case det I −AP 0 S gP 0 A * ) leads to the Tracy-Widom GOE distribution and in Example 1.23 to obtain similarly F curved→flat . The key to the proof of (3.17) is the following interesting identity: Proposition 3.7. Fix y < 0 and let τ 0 be the hitting time of the origin by a Brownian motion with diffusion coefficient 2 which starts at y. Then for any α, β, λ ∈ R, ∞ 0 P y (τ 0 ∈ dt)e (β−t)∆ e αξ A(0, λ) = e β∆ e αξ A(−y, λ), (3.18)
or, explicitly, for any x ∈ R,
In particular, for all y < 0 and x ∈ R,
The rough intuition behind (3.18)/(3.19) is some sort of reflection principle, in which one runs a Brownian motion from y until it hits the origin at some time t, and then runs it "backwards in time" from the origin for time t, leading to evaluation of e β∆ e αξ A(·, λ) at −y (the λ in the above identity can be thought of as a fixed parameter). In fact, and as will be clear from the proof, the identity should be true in greater generality, replacing Ai by any function f which is in the preimage of the heat kernel and which satisfies suitable decay conditions. Since we only need the case f = Ai, for which the proof is quite simple, we do not pursue this any further.
Proof. We assume for simplicity that α = β = 0, the general case being completely analogous (and requiring only slightly more complicated computations). We take L > 0 and divide the t integration into (0, L) and [L, ∞). Using the tail estimates on the Airy function (3.13) it is not hard to see that
where we are using the explicit representation of our integral. Hence we need to show that
We may rewrite the left hand side as
where we have used Fubini. Note that the factor
For positive z this is just the transition density of Brownian motion (recall y < 0), while for z < 0 it can be computed explicitly by the reflection principle and is given by (4πL) −1/2 e −(y+z) 2 /4L . Hence the last expression equals,
Using the contour integral representation of the Airy function
where we take the contour γ to be composed of the two rays starting the origin with angles ±θ for some θ ∈ (π/6, π/4), and Fubini to compute the z integrals, the above equals (here
where Erfc is the complementary error function Erfc(z) = 2/ √ π ∞ x ds e −s 2 . After changing u to u − L and shifting the contour L + γ back to γ, this becomes
As can be seen from the decay of the factor e u 3 /3 on the given contour, the L → ∞ limit can be taken inside both integrals, and then by our choice of γ, and since Erfc(z) goes to 0 as z → ∞ inside the sector |arg(z)| < π/4 − δ and to 2 as z → ∞ inside the sector 3π/4+δ < arg(z) < 5π/4−δ (see [Nis, (7.2.4)]), we see that the above expression converges as L → ∞ to 1 2πi δ+iR du e u 3 /3−(x−y)u = Ai(x − y) as needed.
Now we can prove (3.17), which we do only in the case involving g + (the other being completely analogous). Recall that we are considering g ≡ r. The probability P y (τ g
in the integral appearing in the definition of Ψ g + α α equals P y−r (τ 0 ∈ dt) with τ 0 as in the proposition. Hence, since A * e −t∆ e −αξ A * (λ, r) = e −t∆ e −αξ A(0, λ − r), the integral equals The proof is based on the representations of F GOE and F 0 stat in terms Painlevé transcendents. We follow here the presentation in [BR00] . The Tracy-Widom GUE and GOE distributions and the Baik-Rains distribution (with κ = 0) can be expressed in terms of u and v as follows:
2 , (A.7)
F GOE (x) = F (x)E(x), (A.8) Since y(x) ≥ 0 for all x ≤ b and u is increasing by (A.3), and letting z(x) = −y ′ (x), this identity gives z ′ (x) ≤ 2u(x)z(x) for all x ∈ [a, b], where a < b is arbitrary. Now using Gronwall's inequality we get z(x) ≤ 2z(a) exp( (note that u < 0). Since u is not a linear function (on any subinterval of (−∞, b]) and is strictly increasing, (A.6) implies that y is not constant on any subinterval of (−∞, b], and thus we can choose an a 0 < b with arbitrarily large absolute value such that y ′ (a 0 ) > 0. As a consequence, we have y(x) > 0 for all x, which is the first statement of the lemma. But then the same argument leads to (A.14) being valid for all x ∈ R, which completes the proof.
Proof of (A.10). Since v ′ (x) = u(x) 2 , we have A.2. An inequality for last passage percolation with boundary conditions. Observe that Lemma A.2 yields 1 − y(x)v(x) > 1, so F 0 stat (x) > E(x) 4 F GUE (x) by (A.9). But then using (A.7) and (A.8) in this inequality yields for all r, which we had already stated in the introduction as (1.30). This inequality can be understood as a statement about a certain last passage percolation model. Consider a family w(i, j)} i,j∈N of weights, defined as independent geometric random variables with parameters q i,j (i.e. P(w(i, j) = k) = (1 − q i,j )q k i,j for k ≥ 0) given as .17 ) for all N , where ≻ denotes stochastic domination, since on the left hand side both last passage times get to use boundary weights in their choice of optimal paths. while on the right hand side the first last passage time has no available boundary weights, while the second one has to choose whether to use the ones on the vertical or on the horizontal axes (if any). In view of (A.16), (A.15) is just the limiting version of this inequality. It would be interesting to turn this intuition into a proof of (A.17), or else to show that the inequality is false (in which case only (A.15) only becomes true in the limit).
